A new method of path tracking is illustrated in this paper, which depicts the movements of the tractor through corresponding vectors on rectangular coordinates. In this method, the desired angle of backward motion is set on rectangular coordinates. Vectors of angle changes are sorted out by analyzing tractor's motions. Finally, combine all the behavior vectors and ensure the tractor's motion angle changing within the set range. This method has a simple design, featuring strong robustness with loose demand on equipment accuracy. It can meet certain accuracy requirements.
Introduction
As industrial automation gaining momentum, automatic carriers in factories are becoming increasingly important. Tractor-trailer system can improve traffic efficiency significantly. Therefore, automatic control function of the tractor-trailer system is of high practical value. When the relative angle of the tractor trailer become right angle, the system falls into the so-called jackknife state, which is hard to control. Lots of efforts have been committed to the control of a mobile robot with one trailer.
Tanaka and Saw [1, 2] presented a model-based fuzzy controller, which realized backward motion control of the truck-trailer system even in a jackknife state. With high order sliding mode, Zhang proposed a discontinuous feedback control with finite-time convergence for the stabilization problem of a mobile robot with one trailer [3] . Other methods for path tracking control of a mobile robot having one or more trailers are described in [4] - [7] .
Nevertheless, there are few control algorithm over tractor with two trailers, and most of them demand high of the detection equipment accuracy. As the system is more complex than the robot with one trailer, under the condition of low transducer accuracy, the path planning and control of mobile robot with two trailers are much more challenging. This paper is based on the experiments over a tractor-trailer system. The whole system is consists of one tractor and two trailers, the tractor is a Pioneer-3 robot. Tractor and trailer is connected with rigid joints, there is an angular transducer on each joint as is shown in Fig. 1 . The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains where the method of algorithm derives from and how it works. In section III experiment results are presented. Section IV gives the final conclusion and evaluation over this method.
Algorithm Trailer Motions Vectorization
The motions of differential-driven robots can be divided into three kinds: rectilinear path (the two wheels move at the same velocity), spin on the spot (velocity of the two wheels being each other's additive inverse), arc running (the wheels' velocity differ from each other with unequal absolute values). The trajectory of arc running can be replaced by several tiny rectilinear paths and spinning paths. Therefore, this paper put a premium on the vectorization of the first two kinds of trajectory and all tractor motions mentioned in this paper refer to backward movements. X-coordinate in the graph is the reading of number 2 angular transducer (on the joint between the two trailers), Y-coordinate is the reading of number 1 angular transducer (on the joint between the tractor and the first trailer).
The absolute value of the angle between the tractor and the first trailer increases as the tractor move in a rectilinear path, angle-changing directions of the second trailer reverse that of the first trailer. Thus, directions of the vectors can be confirmed. When the tractor is moving in a rectilinear path, the second trailer's orientation angle variation is much less than the variation of the two angular transducers. As the tractor's moving direction remain constant, it can be supposed that the variations of the two angular transducers are approximately equal, so the direction of this vector forming an angle of approximately 45° between the two coordinates. Upon the above analysis, when the tractor moves in a rectilinear path, the vector of number 1 angular transducer S (when the reading is greater than zero) and S' (when the reading is less than zero) can be simulated in Fig. 2 . below. When the tractor is spinning on the spot, the second trailer's orientation angle vary slightly while the tractor's orientation angle vary violently, hence the variations of the two angular transducers are different. Based on experiments, it is pronounced that the tractor's influence upon the first trailer is much more than on the second trailer. As the variation relations are proved, the angle is supposed as approximately 30°, left turn vector L and right turn vector R can be simulated in Fig. 3 . below. 
Set the Trajectory Range
As the behavior vectors of the tractor are collected, a trajectory range can be set on the coordinates, which enable the two angles change within the range, this means that the tractor-trailer system can run stably within the set range.
The motion direction of the tractor with two trailers hinges upon the angle between the first trailer and the second trailer, therefore, if the reading of number 2 angular transducer can be restricted within the desired range, the control over motions of the whole system become realizable. To ensure the tractor moves in a rectilinear path, if the reading on number 2 angular transducer vary slightly around zero, the tractor-trailer system can achieve stable backward movements in a rectilinear path.
As Fig. 4 displays, the variation of angle 2 is set within a small range, when the angle is bigger than the set number, the behavior vector of the trailer become vector R, when the angle is less than the set number, the behavior vector of the trailer become vector L. Under other conditions, the trailer's behavior vector vary according to the positive or negative number of angle 1, which become vector S or vector S'. Here we assumed a start point in the fourth quadrant, the trailer implement vector R then enter the set range and implement vector S, when reaching boundary on the left, as the robot has a detection period, the trailer cannot implement vector L immediately, hence a zigzag boundary appears. The widths of this boundary depend on the robot's detection period. The angle of vector L is different with that of vector S, thus the direction angle will move downwards, when the trailer across X-coordinate, it will move as vector S' shows. Upon reaching boundary on the right, it will move as symmetrical vectors of the left boundary present. When the trailer move upwards and across X-coordinate, its motions will turn into vector S and complete the whole circulation. Consequently, this method of algorithm is able to control the motions of the tractor-trailer system. Please referring to Figure 3 . For the whole process, which depicts the variations of the two angles when the trailer moves in a rectilinear path.
When the set range of around zero is replaced by other ranges, algorithm of the two trailers' left turn or right turn inverse kinematics can be summed up.
Experiment Results
Set the range of rectilinear path between -2° and 2°, left turn range between 5° and 15°, right turn range between -15° and -5°. Let the tractor-trailer system complete a series of motions such as move in a rectilinear path and then turn right, move in a rectilinear path and then turn left. After several experiments, collect the data and work out the movement graph. The motion data of the tractor-trailer system are shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore, this method of algorithm can accomplish the desired control over the tractor-trailer system.
Conclusions
This method of algorithm featuring simple design whose program is easy to implement, it has a loose demand over transducer accuracy. It provides a new solution to the algorithm of nonlinear system control and at the same time compliance with the control requirements.
